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PROJECTS
 

CARBYNE-EXPLORATIONS | https://carbyne-explorations.netlify.app 

Highly specific, unique, animated UI/UX solution, where hand-coded, background and animated SVG graphics mesh together 

with modular React components, context, JSX, hooks, state and custom hooks for consistent SVG math, to generate a colorfully 

immersive, animated, artful look. It’s my personal content repository and blog. Ideating, designing, coding everything in the app 

entirely on my own. 

OXUS FLASHCARDS | https://oxus.netlify.app/  

Large-scale, real-world web app in React, with NoSQL database, users, authentication, integrated onto coherent UI/UX 

solution. Works on smallest cellphones/large PC screens. User can view/edit/add  text and/or image  to a card with 

question/answer sides; turn card, see answer; shuffle it in a deck to a position based on difficulty or put it to “completed cards” 

heap; see number of completed cards; can view list of his/her decks; can create/edit/delete a deck of cards. Ease of navigating 

between displayed list of decks, deck, deck menu, flashcard menu, in intuitive order. Ideating, designing, coding everything in the 

app entirely on my own. 

MONTH GLANCER | month-glancer.netlify.app 

This entire app is coded with nothing other than Javascript – not even a single line of HTML or CSS. Javascript training challenge. All layout, 

graphics, components, drag & drop functionalities, icons, colored stylistic effects, and everything else is performed with raw 

Javascript and nothing else.  

App is equivalent of having a paper calendar and colored sticky notes except that days also have 24 hour columns, sticky notes 

can be of set hours size, and they auto-spread on equivalent number of columns in the day. For example, 3 hours takes 3 

columns within a day. User can drag-and-drop these onto calendar, which matches real calendar data. 

- layout split into two: 1) colored projects, 2) 12 month calendar (carousel) 

- 1) top - list of projects, add/edit/delete projects, add/edit/delete re-sizable (1-24) drag-and-droppable “stickies”  

2) bottom – calendar carousel, auto-generated from Javascript Date() interface, split into styled week rows, day blocks, with 

droppable 24 hour columns which respond to drag-and-drop of re-sizable color “stickies”. 

VIMEO SEARCHER | https://vimeo-searcher.netlify.app/ 

Videos based on search. Uses external API and Local Storage to minimize requests. RWD. Unique UX. 

TIME CARDS | https://app.netlify.com/sites/time-cards/overview,  

GATSBY BLOG | https://carbyne-explorer.netlify.app,  

COFFEE WEB PAGE | https://coffee-tabs.netlify.app/ 

SKILLS
 

A) pragmatic ideating and designing | B) UI/UX | C) easy-to-maintain, practical, modular code architecture 

D) React: composing components | JSX | conditional rendering |React context, passing data | hooks, custom hooks | state 

E) Database: REST, endpoints | connecting Frontend/UI forms with database | making and using basic NoSQL database (i.e. 

Google Firebase) | authentication  

F) Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG): SVG <path/> | custom SVG’s with React and JSX |coding unique, specific SVG’s | SVG 

animations | animated SVG’s as user interface elements| managing many intersecting SVG’s | modular code with SVG’s 

G) Javascript: ES6 | prototype chain ||arrays | objects| functions, functions as objects | scope, scope contexts | variables 

H) Javascript, asynchronous code: promises, callbacks | ES6, async, try, catch, await | using asynchronous code with React state, hooks 

I) CSS: Flexbox | absolute/relative positioning | box model |BEM technique | CSS imports | modular CSS, small files | SASS 

J) Responsive web design K) Supplementary skills: version control (GIT) | hosting a website 
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EXPERIENCE
 

Fream Sp. z.o.o , Custom Software Development Company in Wroclaw, Poland.      08.2017 – 06.2019 

Role: Junior Web Developer. Responsibilities: first months, a project’s website, RWD in CSS, HTML, jquery. Next, moved 

to Polymer 1.9.3 project. Working under my mentor, creating features for 3D editor for a VR project, which included making 

pages, menu columns, drag & drop solutions, color palettes, REST and code for communicating with backend. After, I coded 

most of the frontend pages for purchasing subscription models. It involved currency translations, handling multiple ranges of 

cases and co-operating with teammates responsible for backend portion of these functionalities. 

Dealz Sp. z.o.o., Chain of Discount Retail Stores, Marketplace in Wroclaw, Poland    08.2020 – 06-2021 

Role: Warehouse operator/Sales clerk. Responsibilities: assisting clients, unpacking and ordering store items, operating pallet 

truck. This job was a highly social experience, it required constant communication and ability to handle multiple things at once. 

Jaffa Sp. z.o.o., Bricomarché, Chain of Retail Stores offering decorating, DIY, building,     11.2021- 05.2022 

gardening products, Marketplace in Wroclaw, Poland 

Role: Sales specialist. Responsibilities: professionally communicating with clients, checking and confirming documents for 

store deliveries, unpacking and ordering materials, adhering to store’s and warehouse’s operational procedures. 

EDUCATION
 

Universities: Master’s degree, International Economic Relations, specialty: International Business,     09.2010 –05.2016 

University of Economics in Wroclaw, Poland.  

Languages: Polish – native, English - C2. Fluent, both in spoken and written form. 

INTERESTS
 

Subjects such as systems, processes, geometry, daily routines, habits, purposeful diet, optimizing, improving work input/output 

ratio, anything practical and useful. Communication skills and social skills. Going out often, living an active life socially. Chess. 

Sports, fitness, gym, daily exercising. Writing, journaling, poetry. Drawing conceptual ideas. Studying curious and useful books, 

such as J. Waitzkin The art of learning, B. Oakley Learn like a pro | R. Dalio Principles | J. Willink, L. Babin Extreme 

ownership, J. Clear Atomic habits. Interviews and podcasts with accomplished people, e.g. T. Ferriss podcast. Stand-up comedy, 

Bill Hicks, Fluffy. Shows such as D. Letterman, Between Two Ferns with Zach Galifianakis. Movies similar to Kac Vegas. When 

I’m not working, I like to laugh and spend time with my friends.  


